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The Town Centre BID conducts a survey every year of visitors to Bournemouth town centre. In the past, these 

surveys have been conducted in person, by stopping people in the street and asking them to answer questions. 

However, this method is time and resource consuming and it is sometimes difficult to get significant numbers of 

people to stop and give their views. As such, our method of data collection has changed this year – we set up a 

Survey Monkey survey, and promoted it via social media, asking people in the Bournemouth area to give their 

views. This resulted in a larger dataset than usual (471 total respondents), and also allowed us the freedom to ask 

a wider range of questions. 

 

As with any data, some caution is required when looking at the results, especially bearing in mind the change in 

collection method which, while generating more responses, has changed the demographic of the respondents. For 

example, the respondents are more likely to be female than in previous years, and there are proportionally far 

fewer over 60s and under 20s – possibly the result of primarily using Facebook and Twitter to promote the survey. 

Also, as it was promoted in the Bournemouth area only, it did not capture the views of many visitors to the area, 

with the majority of the respondents being locals. 

 

All results are shown in percentages, and are rounded – this may in some cases result in the totals adding up to 

slightly more or less than 100. We are aware of one or two local social media “trolls” who went through the 

survey marking everything as ‘very poor’, but due to the sample size of the survey, decided to leave the results as 

they were.  



Q 1 – How would you rate the following?
 
Cleanliness of the town 
 

 

2011 

Excellent 26% 

Good 47% 

Average 25% 

Poor 2% 

Very poor 0% 

Don't know 0% 

 

 

The findings for this question have not changed dramatically since we began with the annual survey, and the overall 

trend, that the highest proportion of respondents think

can see that perceptions of the cleanliness of the town centre dropped between 2011 and 2013, but have marginally 

improved between 2013 and 2015. 

How would you rate the following? 

2012 2013 2014 2015 

10% 8% 18% 13% 

43% 39% 37% 45% 

34% 33% 33% 28% 

12% 16% 11% 11% 

1% 3% 2% 2% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

The findings for this question have not changed dramatically since we began with the annual survey, and the overall 

proportion of respondents think the town is clean, has not changed since 2011. 

of the cleanliness of the town centre dropped between 2011 and 2013, but have marginally 

  

 

 

The findings for this question have not changed dramatically since we began with the annual survey, and the overall 

the town is clean, has not changed since 2011.  However we 

of the cleanliness of the town centre dropped between 2011 and 2013, but have marginally 



 

 

Choice and quality of retail shops 

 

 

2011 

Excellent 27% 

Good 40% 

Average 23% 

Poor 10% 

Very poor 0% 

Don't know 0% 

 

 

Again, these results have been fairly constant

choice and quality of the retail offering in Bournemouth town centre. However, opinion shifted slightly in 2015, with 

a higher proportion of respondents than the previous year rating the offering as ‘average’, ‘poor’

a lower proportion rating the offer as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’.

2012 2013 2014 2015 

7% 7% 21% 13% 

53% 57% 46% 42% 

30% 28% 28% 32% 

7% 4% 5% 10% 

3% 3% 0% 3% 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

Again, these results have been fairly constant over the years, with the highest proportion

in Bournemouth town centre. However, opinion shifted slightly in 2015, with 

a higher proportion of respondents than the previous year rating the offering as ‘average’, ‘poor’

a lower proportion rating the offer as ‘good’ or ‘excellent’. 

 

 

e years, with the highest proportion of respondents liking the 

in Bournemouth town centre. However, opinion shifted slightly in 2015, with 

a higher proportion of respondents than the previous year rating the offering as ‘average’, ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’, and 

 



 

Choice and quality of restaurants  

(new question in 2015) 

 

 

2015 

Excellent 17% 

Good 38% 

Average 32% 

Poor 10% 

Very poor 3% 

Don't know 1% 

 

 

Choice and quality of bars / clubs 

(new question in 2015) 

 

 

2015 

Excellent 15% 

Good 37% 

Average 32% 

Poor 8% 

Very poor 3% 

Don't know 6% 

 

 

Town Centre Ranger service 

(new question in 2015) 

 

 

2015 

Excellent 10% 

Good 27% 

Average 19% 

Poor 10% 

Very poor 2% 

Don't know 32% 

 

 

The three new questions above were aimed at finding out what visitors to the 

different sectors, and of the Town Centre Rangers. For the purpose of the charts, the ‘don’t know’ responses have 

not been included. 

 

The highest proportion of respondents rated restaurants and bars /

for the Town Centre Rangers was ‘don’t know’

visitors as we would like. However, of those that rated the Rangers, the highest proportion rated them as ‘good’.

 

  

The three new questions above were aimed at finding out what visitors to the town thought about some of the 

different sectors, and of the Town Centre Rangers. For the purpose of the charts, the ‘don’t know’ responses have 

s rated restaurants and bars / clubs as ‘good’, however

for the Town Centre Rangers was ‘don’t know’, potentially highlighting that the Rangers are still not as visible to 

visitors as we would like. However, of those that rated the Rangers, the highest proportion rated them as ‘good’.

 

town thought about some of the 

different sectors, and of the Town Centre Rangers. For the purpose of the charts, the ‘don’t know’ responses have 

clubs as ‘good’, however the highest proportion 

, potentially highlighting that the Rangers are still not as visible to 

visitors as we would like. However, of those that rated the Rangers, the highest proportion rated them as ‘good’. 



 

Q 2 - Did you find it easy to find your way around? 
(new question in 2015) 

 

  2015 

I already know my way around 89% 

Yes, with the help of a town centre map 2% 

Yes, with the help of the new wayfinding signs in 

town 3% 

Yes, with the help of a Town Centre Ranger 0% 

Yes, with no help 5% 

No, I found it difficult to find my way around 2% 

 

 
 

This question was introduced to attempt to capture whether the new wayfinding signs and the town centre maps we 

produce are having any effect in helping people to move around the town centre more effectively.  

 

The answers are somewhat limited, as by far the highest proportion of respondents already felt they knew their way 

around the town centre (as stated previously, the survey was promoted in and around the Bournemouth area, so did 

not capture as many holidaymakers or day visitors’ opinions as we would like). However, of the 11% that did not 

already know their way around, nearly half used either a town centre map or the wayfinding signs to help them, 

which gives very positive indications that these assets are having a positive effect. 

  

I already know my way 

around

Yes, with the help of a town 

centre map

Yes, with the help of the 

new wayfinding signs in 

town
Yes, with the help of a Town 

Centre Ranger

Yes, with no help

No, I found it difficult to 

find my way around



Q 3 - What did you enjoy most about your visit? Tick more than one if you wish.
(this question was extended in 2015) 

 

 

 

2012 

Good atmosphere 54% 

Independent shops 13% 

Department stores 22% 

Cafes and restaurants 25% 

Bars and nightlife     

Events     

Other     

 

 

Views on what makes Bournemouth town centre an enjoyable place to visit 

biggest change this year was the proportion of respondents saying they enjoyed the department stores most, which 

increased significantly. A greater proportion also cited cafes and restaurants as adding to their enjoyment. There was 

a slight drop in those mentioning independent shops 

and a slight increase in those mentioning the good atmosphere (although overall this has dropped significantly since 

2013).  
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What did you enjoy most about your visit? Tick more than one if you wish.

2013 2014 2015 

61% 39% 43% 

19% 23% 20% 

20% 23% 38% 

39% 32% 37% 

  23% 

  35% 

  24% 

 

Views on what makes Bournemouth town centre an enjoyable place to visit have changed slightly

biggest change this year was the proportion of respondents saying they enjoyed the department stores most, which 

increased significantly. A greater proportion also cited cafes and restaurants as adding to their enjoyment. There was 

t drop in those mentioning independent shops (although up until this year, this has increased year on year), 

and a slight increase in those mentioning the good atmosphere (although overall this has dropped significantly since 
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What did you enjoy most about your visit? Tick more than one if you wish. 

have changed slightly since 2012. The 

biggest change this year was the proportion of respondents saying they enjoyed the department stores most, which 

increased significantly. A greater proportion also cited cafes and restaurants as adding to their enjoyment. There was 

(although up until this year, this has increased year on year), 

and a slight increase in those mentioning the good atmosphere (although overall this has dropped significantly since 



Q 4 - What, if anything, detracted from your visit? Tick more than one if you wish.
(this question was extended in 2014 & 2015)

 

 

2012

Lack of seating   

Charity chuggers / leafleting 12%

Big Issue sellers 28%

Aggressive begging   

Litter / dirty streets 16%

Chewing gum   

Expensive parking 29%

Other   

 

 

The perception of what detracted from the visit has changed quite a bit since 2012, with new categories being added 

in 2014 and 2015 as a response to feedback. 

 

The proportion of people citing expensive parking as a deterrent was five times higher this ye

result of the recent parking charges increase and associated publicity in the Echo.

 

After that, perhaps surprisingly, the biggest perceived nuisance were

increase on last year), closely followed by aggressive begging and Big Issue sellers. Litter / dirty streets and lack of 

seating also saw a significant increase in mentions.
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anything, detracted from your visit? Tick more than one if you wish.
2015) 

2012 2013 2014 2015 

  4% 17% 

12% 24% 5% 35% 

28% 16% 21% 30% 

    34% 

16% 9% 4% 25% 

  33% 15% 

29% 22% 11% 62% 

    26% 

 

The perception of what detracted from the visit has changed quite a bit since 2012, with new categories being added 

in 2014 and 2015 as a response to feedback.  

The proportion of people citing expensive parking as a deterrent was five times higher this ye

result of the recent parking charges increase and associated publicity in the Echo. 

After that, perhaps surprisingly, the biggest perceived nuisance were charity chuggers and leafleting

increase on last year), closely followed by aggressive begging and Big Issue sellers. Litter / dirty streets and lack of 

in mentions. 
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anything, detracted from your visit? Tick more than one if you wish. 

The perception of what detracted from the visit has changed quite a bit since 2012, with new categories being added 

The proportion of people citing expensive parking as a deterrent was five times higher this year than last – possibly a 

charity chuggers and leafleting (again, a huge 

increase on last year), closely followed by aggressive begging and Big Issue sellers. Litter / dirty streets and lack of 



 

Q 5 - How did the Bournemouth Town Centre Rangers affect your visit? 
(new question in 2015) 

 

 

2015 

They welcomed and / or helped to direct me 3% 

They helped me with a problem 2% 

I saw them in town but didn't interact with them 33% 

I didn't see them 62% 

 

 
 

The majority of respondents did not see the Town Centre Rangers on their visit, and indeed, many mentioned in the 

comments that they didn’t know what a Ranger was. However, about a third of respondents had seen them, and five 

per cent had interacted with them in some way.  

 

As stated previously, these results indicate that the Rangers are not as visible to visitors as we would like, and would 

benefit from a boost in profile.  

They welcomed and / or 

helped to direct me

They helped me with a 

problem

I saw them in town but 

didn't interact with them

I didn't see them



Q 6 - How would you rate the 2015 Christmas experience in Bournemouth?
 
 
Gardens of Light 

 

 

2013 

Excellent 30% 

Good 46% 

Average 21% 

Poor 3% 

Very poor 0% 

I didn't see this 0% 

 

 

Last year saw a shift of perception, with just under half of respondents rating the Gardens of Light event as 

‘excellent’, and none rating it as ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’. However, this year we diverted some of the funding previously 

spent on Gardens of Light towards providing activity in the streets of the town centre, rather than focussing entirely 

on the Gardens. This has inevitably had an effect on the size 

result, perceptions of this event have deteriorat

rating it as ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’.  
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How would you rate the 2015 Christmas experience in Bournemouth?
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47% 24% 

23% 36% 

11% 18% 

0% 7% 

0% 3% 

19% 13% 

 

Last year saw a shift of perception, with just under half of respondents rating the Gardens of Light event as 

‘excellent’, and none rating it as ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’. However, this year we diverted some of the funding previously 

towards providing activity in the streets of the town centre, rather than focussing entirely 

on the Gardens. This has inevitably had an effect on the size and effectiveness of the Gardens of Light, and as a 

result, perceptions of this event have deteriorated, with a lower proportion rating it as ‘excellent’, and ten percent 
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How would you rate the 2015 Christmas experience in Bournemouth? 

Last year saw a shift of perception, with just under half of respondents rating the Gardens of Light event as 

‘excellent’, and none rating it as ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’. However, this year we diverted some of the funding previously 

towards providing activity in the streets of the town centre, rather than focussing entirely 

of the Gardens of Light, and as a 

ed, with a lower proportion rating it as ‘excellent’, and ten percent 



 
 
Christmas Market 
 

 

2011 

Excellent 20% 

Good 26% 

Average 35% 

Poor 17% 

Very poor 2% 

I didn't see this    

 

 

Opinions on the Christmas Market are quite varied, with thirty nine perce

but thirty percent rating it as ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’. 

vacillate slightly from one year to the next.

2013, and ‘average’ in 2011, 2014 and 2015. I

which can be viewed in Appendix A. 
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9% 8% 28% 18% 

44% 38% 25% 21% 

19% 24% 35% 28% 

17% 23% 9% 16% 

11% 7% 2% 14% 

      3% 

 

Opinions on the Christmas Market are quite varied, with thirty nine percent rating it as ‘excellent’ or ‘

but thirty percent rating it as ‘poor’ or ‘very poor’.  It is difficult to see any major trends, with opinion appearing  to 

slightly from one year to the next. The highest proportion of respondents rated it as ‘good’ in 2012 and 

2013, and ‘average’ in 2011, 2014 and 2015. It attracted a large number of additional comments, a selection of 

  

2014 2015
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Very poor

 

nt rating it as ‘excellent’ or ‘good’ this year, 

It is difficult to see any major trends, with opinion appearing  to 

The highest proportion of respondents rated it as ‘good’ in 2012 and 

of additional comments, a selection of 



 
Christmas Lights in the town 
 

 

2011 

Excellent 11% 

Good 17% 

Average 52% 

Poor 20% 

Very poor 0% 

I didn't see this    

 

 

Overall, over time, it seems that there has been a slight improvement in the public perception of the Christmas lights 

in the town centre, with the proportion rating them as ‘excellent’ growi

proportion of respondents this year rated them as ‘good‘ or ‘average’. 

 

The town centre lights themselves have changed very little

differ. There may also be a number of people who are thinking of the Gardens of Light and / or Christmas Market 

when answering. 
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14% 8% 18% 19% 

40% 39% 39% 31% 

30% 33% 34% 31% 

10% 16% 4% 9% 

6% 3% 2% 6% 

      5% 

 

Overall, over time, it seems that there has been a slight improvement in the public perception of the Christmas lights 

in the town centre, with the proportion rating them as ‘excellent’ growing relatively steadily year on year. An equal 

proportion of respondents this year rated them as ‘good‘ or ‘average’.  

have changed very little in this time so it is interesting to see how perceptions 

o be a number of people who are thinking of the Gardens of Light and / or Christmas Market 
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Overall, over time, it seems that there has been a slight improvement in the public perception of the Christmas lights 
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Other 
 

 

Excellent

Ice Rink (Lower Gardens) 

Giant Snow Globe 

Santa Express 

Festive Stilt-walkers 

Stage in the Square 

Free Parking Offer 

Coca Cola Truck 
 

 

Our Christmas town centre attractions proved themselves very popular in our survey, with the highest proportion of 

respondents rating most attractions as ‘good’, except the parking offer, which the highest proportion thought was 

‘excellent’. 

 

Some were not seen by all the respondents 

shopping  nights and two weekends running up to Christmas

claim to have seen them. Also, the Snow Globe was in the town centre for just t

thirds of respondents – a really positive sign.

 
 
 
  

Excellent Good Average Poor 

28% 39% 14% 3% 

23% 26% 13% 6% 

17% 25% 15% 3% 

11% 21% 12% 5% 

22% 37% 21% 9% 

31% 25% 14% 4% 

18% 19% 15% 3% 

proved themselves very popular in our survey, with the highest proportion of 

respondents rating most attractions as ‘good’, except the parking offer, which the highest proportion thought was 

Some were not seen by all the respondents – for example, the festive stilt-walkers were only around on late night 

shopping  nights and two weekends running up to Christmas, so it’s impressive that nearly half of the respondents 

Also, the Snow Globe was in the town centre for just two weeks but was seen by over two 

a really positive sign. 

 

Very 
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2% 13% 
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1% 25% 

4% 41% 

 

proved themselves very popular in our survey, with the highest proportion of 

respondents rating most attractions as ‘good’, except the parking offer, which the highest proportion thought was 

walkers were only around on late night 

, so it’s impressive that nearly half of the respondents 

wo weeks but was seen by over two 



Q 7 - How would you rate the events that take place in Bournemouth during the rest of 

the year? 
(new question in 2015) 

 

 

Excellent

Wheels Festival 31%

Food & Drink Festival 19%

Jazz Festival 11%

Bourne Free Pride Festival 17%

Summer Live 19%

Air Festival 66%

Arts by the Sea Festival 23%

Marathon Festival 16%

 

 

We added this question for 2015 as we wanted to get an idea of the public perception of the many events that take 

place in Bournemouth, some of which are or have been 

 

The Air Festival appears to be the most popular of all the events, with a whopping two thirds of respondents rating it 

as ‘excellent’.  

 

A relatively high proportion of respondents say they have never been to some of thes

Jazz Festival which is only a year old, this is not surprising

over half the respondents had never been to the Bourne Free Pride Festival, and almost a third had n

the Arts By the Sea Festival. 

  

How would you rate the events that take place in Bournemouth during the rest of 

Excellent Good Average Poor 

31% 32% 10% 3% 

19% 37% 18% 2% 

11% 21% 11% 1% 

17% 23% 11% 2% 

19% 29% 17% 2% 

66% 22% 4% 1% 

23% 29% 14% 2% 

16% 25% 14% 1% 

We added this question for 2015 as we wanted to get an idea of the public perception of the many events that take 

place in Bournemouth, some of which are or have been supported by the Town Centre BID.

The Air Festival appears to be the most popular of all the events, with a whopping two thirds of respondents rating it 

A relatively high proportion of respondents say they have never been to some of these events 

Jazz Festival which is only a year old, this is not surprising as it has yet to embed itself – however

over half the respondents had never been to the Bourne Free Pride Festival, and almost a third had n

 

How would you rate the events that take place in Bournemouth during the rest of 

Very 

poor 

I have 

never 

been 

1% 21% 

1% 23% 

0% 55% 

1% 45% 

1% 32% 

1% 6% 

2% 29% 

1% 43% 

 

We added this question for 2015 as we wanted to get an idea of the public perception of the many events that take 

supported by the Town Centre BID. 

The Air Festival appears to be the most popular of all the events, with a whopping two thirds of respondents rating it 

e events – with some, like the 

however it is surprising that 

over half the respondents had never been to the Bourne Free Pride Festival, and almost a third had never been to 



 

Q 8 - What would persuade you to visit Bournemouth more often or stay longer? Tick 

more than one if you wish. 
(new question in 2015) 

 

 

2015 

More events / festivals 59% 

Street entertainment 37% 

Parking offers 64% 

Sales 25% 

Late Night Shopping 52% 

 

 
 

It was interesting to note the amount of people who said that more events and festivals would tempt them into 

Bournemouth, but had never attended one or more of the events and festivals already taking place on a regular 

basis (263 to be precise – 56% of respondents, which is the vast majority of the respondents making that claim 

above).  Maybe this indicates the need for wider marketing of the events already taking place more than the need 

for more events. 

 

Almost two thirds of respondents said that parking offers would tempt them in. The BID will continue to lobby the 

council on parking charges and offers – however this does raise the concern over how the council could publicise any 

offers effectively, bearing in mind 25% of respondents did not know about the Christmas parking offer, though it was 

widely publicised by both the BID and the council and has been going for several years now. 

 

Interestingly, a relatively low proportion said that they would come in for sales, with the idea of late night shopping 

being more than twice as attractive. With people working long hours, and increasingly living 24 hour lifestyles, shops 

opening later so people can pop into town after work would be an attractive option to over half our respondents. 

 
  

More events / festivals

Street entertainment

Parking offers

Sales

Late Night Shopping



Q 9 – Gender 
 

 

2012 

Male 41% 

Female 59% 

 

 

As mentioned previously, there has been a shift in demographics this year, probably due to the change in data 

collection method (from stopping people in the street to collecting on Survey Monkey and promoting via social 

media). This year, over eighty percent of our respondents wer

percent of previous years. 
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there has been a shift in demographics this year, probably due to the change in data 

collection method (from stopping people in the street to collecting on Survey Monkey and promoting via social 

media). This year, over eighty percent of our respondents were female, a shift from the steady 
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there has been a shift in demographics this year, probably due to the change in data 

collection method (from stopping people in the street to collecting on Survey Monkey and promoting via social 

e female, a shift from the steady fifty-something 



Q 10 – Age Group 
 

 

2012 

Under 16 0% 

16-20 10% 

21-30 17% 

31-40 20% 

41-50 13% 

51-60 13% 

61-70 20% 

71+ 7% 

 

 

There has also been a change in the age groups of the respondents, again, probably due to the 

collection method (from stopping people in the street to collecting on Survey Monkey and promoting via social

media).  

 

In previous years, we’ve found that retired people are some of the most willing to stop and give their views 

however, they are also less likely to be active on social media, which may explain why the proportion of respondents 

over 60 has gone from 46% to 7% in the space of a year. 

olds has gone from 8% to 40%, which suggests our data collection method may have given more of a voice to a 

group that were being missed in previous years.
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been a change in the age groups of the respondents, again, probably due to the 

collection method (from stopping people in the street to collecting on Survey Monkey and promoting via social

In previous years, we’ve found that retired people are some of the most willing to stop and give their views 

however, they are also less likely to be active on social media, which may explain why the proportion of respondents 

from 46% to 7% in the space of a year.  In the same space of time, the proportion of 41

olds has gone from 8% to 40%, which suggests our data collection method may have given more of a voice to a 

group that were being missed in previous years.  
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been a change in the age groups of the respondents, again, probably due to the change in data 

collection method (from stopping people in the street to collecting on Survey Monkey and promoting via social 

In previous years, we’ve found that retired people are some of the most willing to stop and give their views – 

however, they are also less likely to be active on social media, which may explain why the proportion of respondents 

In the same space of time, the proportion of 41-60 year 

olds has gone from 8% to 40%, which suggests our data collection method may have given more of a voice to a 



Q 11 - Do you live in or near Bournemouth, or did you visit the area?
 

  

Local Resident 

I work in the town centre 

Visitor - Day Trip 

Visitor - Holiday / Short Break 

Student - studying English 

Student - studying higher education 

 

 

As previously mentioned, the fact that the social media advertising the survey was targeted at people who live in and 

around Bournemouth meant that we failed to capture significant numbers of holidaymakers or day

survey (although we did capture some, thanks to some of the Bournemouth hotels sharing our posts). 
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As previously mentioned, the fact that the social media advertising the survey was targeted at people who live in and 

around Bournemouth meant that we failed to capture significant numbers of holidaymakers or day

apture some, thanks to some of the Bournemouth hotels sharing our posts). 

2015

Student - studying higher 

education

Student - studying English

Visitor - Holiday / Short 

Break

Visitor - Day Trip

I work in the town centre

Local Resident

 

Do you live in or near Bournemouth, or did you visit the area? 

As previously mentioned, the fact that the social media advertising the survey was targeted at people who live in and 

around Bournemouth meant that we failed to capture significant numbers of holidaymakers or day-trippers for this 

apture some, thanks to some of the Bournemouth hotels sharing our posts).  



 

Q 12 - How far was your journey into Bournemouth town centre? 
 

 

2015 

Less than 30 mins 83% 

30 mins to 1 hour 14% 

1-2 hours 1% 

2-3 hours 0% 

More than 3 hours 1% 

 

 
 

The vast majority of respondents (over four fifths) travelled less than 30 minutes into Bournemouth town centre, 

with the majority of the remainder travelling less than an hour. Again, this is likely to be influenced by the fact that 

the social media advertising the survey was targeted at people who live in and around Bournemouth. 

Less than 30 mins

30 mins to 1 hour

1-2 hours

2-3 hours

More than 3 hours



 

Q 13 - How did you travel into Bournemouth? 

 

2015 

On foot 14% 

Bus 20% 

Car 64% 

Taxi 0% 

Bike 1% 

Train 0% 

 

 
 

Just under two thirds of respondents made their way to Bournemouth town centre by car, with the remaining third 

divided mainly between people travelling on the bus and on foot. One percent came in on a bike, while less than half 

a percent of respondents came in via taxi or train.  

On foot

Bus

Car
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Bike

Train



Q 14 - Which of the following do you regularly read, watch, listen to or engage with? You 

can tick more than one. 
(this question was extended in 2015) 

 

 Local Radio - Wave FM 

Local Radio - Heart FM 

Local Radio - Jack FM 

Local Radio - Fire FM 

Local Radio - Radio Solent 

Local Newspaper - Bournemouth Echo

Local Newspaper - Dorset Echo 

Local TV - ITV Meridian 

Local TV - BBC South Today 

Social Media - Facebook 

Social Media - Twitter 

Social Media - Pinterest 

Social Media - Instagram 

Other 

 

 

We asked respondents to let us know what media they engage with, so that we can better target our future 

marketing. 

 

Facebook was by far the most popular (although as the survey was promoted via Facebook and Twitter, this is no 

surprise), followed by the Bournemouth Echo, which appears 
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know what media they engage with, so that we can better target our future 

Facebook was by far the most popular (although as the survey was promoted via Facebook and Twitter, this is no 

surprise), followed by the Bournemouth Echo, which appears to have risen in popularity among our respondents.
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know what media they engage with, so that we can better target our future 

Facebook was by far the most popular (although as the survey was promoted via Facebook and Twitter, this is no 

to have risen in popularity among our respondents. 
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Appendix A – Comments 
 

In the survey, we allowed respondents to add any comments they wished against each question. While space does 

not permit us to reprint every single comment (and many are duplicates), this section includes a selection of the 

most relevant ones. 

 

Q1 – opinions on the cleanliness of the town, choice and quality of shops, restaurants and bars 

 

• Too many homeless asking for change and making it uncomfortable 

• The paving in the main square is frankly hazardous. It's ridiculously slippery, especially when wet.   

• Parking costs are astronomical for local residents, I tend to shop at Castlepoint as parking is free for shoppers.  

• There are far too many empty shops and the doorways almost all have homeless people sleeping and begging 

there. They're mostly not threatening but  it's not the image that Bournemouth should be presenting. 

• I avoid Bournemouth at night. Nothing to appeal to over 40s. Shops are disappointing in comparison to Exeter, 

Bath, Southampton, Salisbury.  

• Just a shame that the car park lifts were really dirty and smelly  

• The bars and clubs have gone downhill where Bliss and Toko etc used to be. Some restaurants are lovely like 

Turtle Bay, Cosy Club and Koh Thai but the areas around these are dirty which takes away from how nice they 

are  

• Unfortunately, the homeless are sleeping in shop doorways during the day and the volume is increasing.  I find 

it quite daunting to see.  

• Bournemouth is a very unique place to shop bringing the best of the new and old shops, with trendy designer 

shops to Primark there is something for everyone and as for the service.... exceptional wherever you go 

• Too many homeless, beggars, drunks and big issue sellers. 

• Found needles In Bournemouth in clear sight with my 2 year old asking what they are 

• New hotels bringing modern and interesting bars and restaurants which is a plus.  

• Beautifully maintained. Always love coming down from Birmingham. 

• Disgusting amount of chewing gum on pavements.  

• There are too many empty shops and bars and a lot of litter. The buildings need a paint to spruce them up. Im 

looking forward to the cinema being built though. 

• I love shopping in Bournemouth town centre, perfect combination of shops, eateries, places to drink, beautiful 

gardens where you can take time out, relax & unwind.  

• We came to see the panto at the Pavilion and then walked to Pizza Express (old post office) and were surprised 

by the number of homeless people sleeping in doorways. Not our ideal walk with two 4 year olds in the dark.  

• Much prefer the improved layout of old Christchurch road horseshoe common.  

• We have to drive out of town to find a good roast dinner on a Sunday. There's plenty of coffee shops and fast 

food but no quality. thank god for the Hilton but it's expensive to use as a local. There's a lack of real pubs with 

proper cooked food. 

• The shops that are in Town are amazing, but their selection range is poor. Selection of items ie gifts or clothes is 

better at castle point. ie marks holds a better selection at castle point rather than town, so I choose not to come 

In to Bournemouth.   

• The town is filthy every evening after people's nights out, but the town centre enforcers bully women or young 

men who drop cigarette butts as there are not enough bins.  

• Obscura Cafe and the S&D bar in the square seem to regularly extend their premises, making a constant choke 

point when moving around town. 

• Love the new area by Turtle Bay restaurant and by the beach. Very clean and modern. 

• more seafront bars and restaurants would be good for visitors. Pubs and bars are improving with Mad 

Cucumber, Cosy Club and new planned craft brewery pub. 



 
• Need proper toilet/baby changing feeding factilies. More childrens things  

• Too many empty shops, does not give a good impression of the town to tourists/visitors. 

• Sad to see so many homeless people in town now. Feel sorry for them but also feel intimidated when alone or 

with my daughter. Too many smokers on streets too. But that's not isolated to Bmth of course.  

• I think the flooring in the square needs to be changed. Find this when wet very slippery and dangerous. 

• Love Bournemouth, it's so great and clean. Great entertainment, beaches, shops and more. It's just brill 

 

Q2 – opinions on wayfinding 

 

• New to the area so have been getting used to it. Been into the town centre every fortnight... Didn't see any 

maps or Town Rangers!  

• There is so many things to help you on your way round Bournemouth you simply cannot get lost, the town 

is so friendly, it is never too for anyone if you ask for help 

• I know Bournemouth well but I love the new walk maps. I think in the summer the tourists will appreciate 

them.  

• The new wayfinding signs are a great addition to the town. I have used similar systems in London and 

european cities that I’ve been to. Great for knowing how long it takes to walk places 

• The shops are too spread out and not at all buggie friendly.   

• Even though I know Bournemouth the maps are handy  

• Way finding signs have been a great addition, especially the walking time distance notes 

• Shops are too spread out, too far from car parks, prefer Poole 

• I really like the way finding signs and that they encourage people to walk by showing what is in easy 

walking distance  

 

Q3 – opinions on what is most enjoyable about Bournemouth town centre 

 

• Ice skating in gardens and Santa train. 

• Great atmosphere - family come to visit and say it's their holiday!  

• Arts week, christmas in the gardens german market snow globe and free photo ...amazing !! 

• The decorations and music during Christmas- it was a joy to see 

• Beautiful gardens and beach. 

• It was Christmas and such a lovely atmos and lots going on. Loved the snow globe, stilt walkers & train  

• I love attending events in Bournemouth, always well organised, exciting, interesting & fun.  

• I loved the new ice skating bar this year.  

• We love the gardens, we adored the Christmas activities and the candle nights etc.   

• The amazing Air Festival 

• The skating at Christmas was fabulous and I enjoyed the marathon in October. 

 

Q4 – opinions on what detracts from visiting Bournemouth town centre 

 

• Stop putting the parking prices up!!  

• Many shops shut and empty.  

• The slippery paving stones in the centre.  

• There are more aggressive beggars now than ever before, never seen anything like this other than in 

London. I live in the town centre and it is a part of my daily life now :( 

• Lack of public toilets 

• Not a fan of the cheap clubs and stores (like the pound land store) being located in the centre.  

• Beggars hang around cash points is very off putting 

• The town centre just lacks an edge, no sculptures or art on display given the art uni etc  

• Skaters in the middle of town & noisy building works  



 
• The options for culturally stimulating and diverse places to go are limited 

• Very obvious drug use 

• Hostile environment in the evening, especially on weekends  

• A LOT of charity workers asking for you to sign up especially between Beales and WHSmiths I dread 

walking down that way sometimes! 

• I hardly ever go to Bournemouth. Why would I when I can park for free at Castlepoint or shop in the dry in 

Southampton. What does Bournemouth centre offer for locals? Nothing. 

• The area at Horseshoe common is weird, a shared space for cars and pedestrians is asking for trouble  

Lots of homeless - but not aggressive - though it doesn't look good. 

• Bournemouth isn't very disabled friendly to drivers or pedestrians and paving is very uneven .Christmas 

market huts make shopping a nightmare because of the amount of pavement space they block. The 

square is very slippery under foot  

• Could  do with more wet weather activities  

• Very loud busking recently 

 

Q5 – opinions on the Town Centre Rangers 

 

• Rangers are the unsung heroes of Bmouth. Professional, friendly, approachable, exceptionally good at 

multi tasking and provide support to anybody and everybody as requested.  

• Never heard of the Town Rangers and have lived here all my life, visiting the town centre frequently!  

What are they?   

• Town centre rangers did not seem to do anything about skateboarders, cyclists in the pedestrian areas(not 

the square) or people blatantly begging. 

• The Town Centre rangers do not look very welcoming. 

• The town centre rangers were brilliant when I found a lost little boy. Prompt and re-assuring. 

• Very good addition, but it doesn't excuse the lack of visibility from the local police. 

• nothing was too much trouble, treated me like family 

• It is nice to see them walking around.  Security blanket to know they are there if you need them  

• They appeared to be well utilised and often being asked for help  

• Wasn't very clear who the Rangers were. More press or PR about them would give them a better 

reputation or respect.  

• I've never seen a ranger 

• Generally they are well placed / spread around town. Whenever I've had a question regarding events in 

town they have always been able to answer.  

• Because they are on the move you dont know where to find them  

• Was unaware of their presence entirely. 

 

Q6 – opinions on Christmas in Bournemouth 

 

• Thoroughly enjoyed our day out with our grand children, visited the snow globe in the triangle and opposite 

visited a lovely place for us all to have our lunch. It felt safe and friendly to walk the around.  

• The idea of having bands or musicians play was a good idea, just hire better quality please!  

• Snow globe was a brilliant idea, especially how it moved around. The team running it were fantastic, 

especially with the kids. 

• It's a shame the music from the Xmas bar drowns out the singers on the stage especially as they perform for 

free. That must be so soul destroying when nobody can hear you  

• Christmas market the same as previous year, sellers didn't seem welcoming 

• Free parking over all Xmas and new year would increase visitor numbers and therefore town centre 

footfall/spending 

• I felt it needed something different,  garden of lights were not as good as previous year  

• The giant globe was amazing went on my 30th birthday and was magical.  The coco-cola truck is always 



 
great and its position this year made it a lot easier to queue and enjoy it. 

• A couple of times when going past the stage in the square it had what sounded like really bad karaoke 

singers, that didn't at to the atmosphere. 

• I loved the ice rink and went there a few times  

• The Christmas market is the same most years...it would be nice to see local crafts and art on a few stalls 

and local food also.  

• The Lansdowne looked very poor minimal lights and decorations. the gardens and square had it all  

• Bring some genuine independent crafts people in to the Xmas market huts. No more Eastern European 'tat' 

that you could find in any town.  

• Not many shops open for late night shopping and more needed for the market  

• Shame no Santa parade. Square gets very congested with everything. The outside seating in the cafe needs 

to go over Xmas period 

• Market was a letdown and caused a difficulty to those trying to move around the town 

• Not enough at the Christmas market... food to expensive... moose bar needs to turn music down whilst live 

bands are on. Really drowned them out 

• German bar is a must do! Stage is always a nice place to gather. Town centre is very nice at Christmas time.  

• The Santa express was brilliant and only cost £1 pp for the entire day. My granddaughter was thrilled to bits 

when Santa sat in the seat in front of her handing out sweets to all the kids 

• Standard of Gardens of Light has really slipped.    Great that Ice rink involved local artists / promoters. 

Really enhanced.    Would like to see more artists and independent businesses supported and not same 

contractor year after year. 

• Last years Gardens of Light was much better.  The free parking offer was irrelevant to us as we arrived 

before the start time and was told we would need to pay for our whole visit and not just up until the time 

when it was free.  

• The snow globe was amazing 

 

Q7 – opinions on events in Bournemouth 

 

• Bring back the screen in the gardens over the summer for films and Wimbledon  

• Marathon festival is fantastic. Love this.  

• Have attended every wheels festival and air show since both began.  Cannot recommend them highly enough 

or to enough people.  They are must visits every year. 

• The fringe festival was beautiful. It showed real culture. It supported everything that the creatives of 

Bournemouth deserve.   

• Air show and wheels are great. Friday fireworks in the summer excellent. 

• Arts by the sea was much better last year 

• Our gay pride is embarrassingly bad compared to other towns. The air festival is outstanding. The band stand 

in the gardens used to have a variety of music & be well advertised in summer. Including banners in the park. 

Now it's all brass bands & you can't even find listings on the Internet. We also need more free entertainment 

for children near the beach & cliffs 

• I like the BTown Throwdown Festival 

• Not enough 'real' culture. All dumbed down. Arts Festival great idea, but wish we had a modern art gallery to 

rival other progressive towns such as Margate, St Ives, Bexhill, Bilbao and Malaga.  

• The air festival doesnt grow old as the planes are so special but the second year of Wheels bored me as it was 

exactly the same and less unusual. Needs to vary more or you will lose local support over time. 

• I really like the 'free things' that are put on, like fireworks, etc. A couple years ago approx, there was very 

good 'fire in the gardens' display - by a french company I think, it was super! 

• Haven't been able to go to air festival for the last two years, have gone down but very difficult as unable to 

park any where suitable for my disabled husband using his disability scooter. Enjoyed the jazz festival and 

would love to see this enlarged on, good for all age groups  

• 2015's Bournemouth Arts Festival was a bit disappointing after the one in 2014. 2014 was GREAT with the 

open air theatre show and all the fire stuff in the gardens. It was literally one of the best events I've been to in 



 
Bournemouth for 10 years.  

• The air show supports and advocates war and is a terrible display of negative environmental effects.  The 

same could be said for the wheels festival. Where is the culture? Who is this supporting? Its obstructive, noisy, 

pompous...   

• Bournemouth marathon was fantastic to watch, I wish I'd taken part.  

• The pride festival is a beautiful display and I'm proud to live in the triangle during this bustling event.   

 

Q8 – opinions on what would persuade people to visit more or spend more time 

 

• Just a better choice of shops 

• Better shopping, cleaner streets, reduced big issue sellers, charity hassles and find the rough sleepers 

somewhere to stay 

• Cleaner town centre and better control of tramps, drunks and homeless. 

• Change of paving slabs to safer ones with more friction  

• Being able to cycle there along seafront day times in summer and better cycle facilities e.g. secure lockup, 

and continuous, off-road cycle path through square all the way from lower to upper gardens 

• Less aggressive beggars please. Sometimes I don't feel safe in my own town. Please stop all the people trying 

to get you to sign a charity direct debit. Can we please have town centre taxi ranks back? As a woman - I 

want to feel safe at night. I want to know I can leave a venue & get a taxi easily, without having to walk 

through streets full of drunks, while risking damage to my shoes on the nasty hole filled pavements.  

• Rain cover over highstreet   

• More late night shopping :-) 

• I would like to see more actual festivals being brought to the town such as radio ones big weekend or t4 on 

the beach as I think with the new lovely seafront space they would bring more tourism and bring 

Bournemouth out of the phrase 'retirement town'  

• Better night life for an older age group instead of for kids. 

• Ice Skating   

• I think a permit that allows parking in all Bournemouth car parks would be a good idea 

• Arts, culture and independent business  

• A Byron Burger in the new cinema/restaurant complex by the park! Not only big events, but also more for 

residents, such as community projects, group fitness e.g. bootcamp in the park, or Sunday morning yoga in 

the park  

• Late night shopping would be handy throughout the year as most people work the 9-5 and only have the 

weekends to shop when it's packed with school kids messing about!  

 


